
Brake and Tyre watch  

Port Elizabeth – September 2018 

 

Once again, Accident Specialist formed part of the team of 

specialist put together by Patrick O`leary of Fleetwatch, on his 

Brake and Tyre watch training session. The event put on over 

the usual two days, with the first day covering the classroom 

academic session. Technical specialist covering a vast array of 

key issues to the attending traffic officers. Lecturers include, Mr 

Wolfgag Lehmann on Trailers, Mr Johan Van Der Merwe of 

Wabco on Braking systems, Mr Elvis Mutseura of Iveco on their 

products, Mr Dries Venter of Bridgestone on Tyres, Mr Jacques 

Coetzer of BPW on Axles, Mr Dave Scott on Lost Precious 

moments & Fifth Wheels, Mrs Katherine Bell of Standard bank on the banking sector interest in transport, Mr Chris Smit 

of Captive Insurance.  

Although the event had original had more than 80 attendees scheduled, due 

to unforeseen circumstances, an enthusiastic group of some 30 Nelson 

Mandela Bay Metropolitan police members attended.  

The evening Partners dinner function, provided opportunity to mingle, meet 

and acknowledge the contribution of the various role players. The evening  

saw Mr Dave Scott awarded a prize by Mr Wolfgag Lehmann on behalf of 

B&TW, for Dave`s extensive contribution over many years in the transport 

industry.   

Day two saw the practical session at the Nelson Mandela Bay vehicle test station 

Sidewell and Crewwell Streets. The grouping of attendees accompanied by a team 

leader initially inspecting an exemplar horse and trailer, provided a practical hands-

on experience of the technical parameters, parts and specifications. Officers then 

pulled off vehicles from the freeway and set these through a full technical analysis 

along with the respective specialists at each individual 

station. The analysis started with a brake roller test; 

undercarriage pit inspection that covered all brakes, 

axles and structural checks; tyre inspections and 

external general inspection. 

Rather unfortunately, despite remaining optimistic, the 

same poor standards were identified. Shockingly poor immediate fail items such as poor or no 

braking, poor tyres and an array of other minor faults that all serve to contribute, saw a 100% 

failure rate. Notably, this project has been in existence consistently since February 2006, with 

some 41 complete training sessions undertaken across the country. Results have maintained 

and average failure rate of some 70%, a shocking embarrassment to the countries transport 

system as a whole, primarily to that of Governments oversight.     

The day coming to an end with the most committed individual 

selected from each group keenly competing in a straight knockout 

technical question session. The winning officer walking away with a 

comprehensive crash investigation and technical assessment kit 

provided by Accident 

Specialist.  

 

Safe driving  
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